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Forecast update – January 2023  

 

Recession coming – but policy rates still moving higher through spring 2023   

Central banks started to slow the pace of tightening in Q4 as policy rates moved into restrictive territory.  The fact that 

unemployment remains near multi-decade lows across much of the G10 implies more to do. The problem here is that 

unemployment is a lagging indicator and the bulk of the impact of recent rate hikes has yet to be felt. Navigating this trade-

off is the key for central banks in 2023. We see further rate hikes across much of the G10, the bulk of them coming in Q1, 

as inflation remains elevated and labour markets remain quite firm. Most G10 central bank rates will likely peak in H1 23. 

There may be the odd rate cut in late 2023 but we expect that most G10 central banks will keep policy tight until they have 

a high degree of confidence that inflation is vanquished and firmly on its way back towards target. We see the bar to easing 

as higher than usual given the recent brush with elevated inflation levels.  It is also possible that energy and commodity 

prices pick up at some stage in 2023 as China’s post Covid re-opening starts to impact global demand, although clearly in 

the short run the surge in Covid cases in China is both negative for economic activity and potentially for supply chains too.   

 

The prospects for lower inflation in 2023 remain very good, especially given recent energy price declines, but the key 

question is will price pressures ease enough to satisfy central bankers that they are on track to meet their inflation targets? 

Here we see inflation remaining quite sticky, driven by services prices as labour markets soften only slowly, even as goods 

and commodity prices ease somewhat more rapidly. Given that much of core inflation is driven by services/wages, where 

the risks of inflation becoming embedded are higher, we expect that core inflation will be more of a focus for central banks 

in 2023. With inflation having peaked we see the US dollar as struggling. There is more competition around. The slide in 

European gas prices will boost real rates in the region, reduce the trade deficit and may encourage the hawks at the ECB 

to focus on solid labour markets rather than weak growth. Even the BoJ has now tightened policy, leading to speculation of 

further tightening, which should support JPY in the short run. We don’t expect the Fed to ease policy in 2023 so the 

greenback will not easily surrender its crown but nonetheless, it is likely to end 2023 lower against most major currencies.    

 

Global economy close to recession…but G10 policy rates still priced to go higher in coming months 

  
Source:  Bloomberg  
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US economy – Recession risks ease off a little as consumers keep spending 

Q4 GDP looks likely to be solid. The US consumer is hanging in better than expected in the face of aggressive rate hikes 

by the Fed and the labour market is not showing much signs of softening, as yet. The risks to our Q4 GDP forecast of 

0.5%QoQ are clearly on the upside. In turn, firmer Q4 GDP means a higher base effect into 2023 and higher annual GDP. 

A mild recession in late 2023 is still likely, although solid balance sheets for banks, corporates and households should 

prevent anything deeper. We look for better conditions in 2024. The US labour market remains a conundrum. It still looks 

too strong for comfort on the basis of coincident indicators such as jobless claims and payrolls but some leading indicators, 

such as jobs hard to get in the consumer confidence numbers suggest that weakness will become more evident in coming 

quarters. Inflation may have peaked but demand-side pressures still look elevated. Outside rents, core service prices still 

look uncomfortably strong. We look for headline CPI to drop to into the 3.0~4.0% range by end 2023.    

 

Policy – Firm consumption and looser fiscal policy mean higher for longer policy rates. No 2023 cuts from the Fed 

The Fed hiked 50bp hike in December and the Dot Plot suggests a peak in the Fed Funds rate in 2023 above 5.0%. The 

Fed wants “clear and convincing” evidence that inflation is not only coming down but will stay down. As such core inflation 

needs to print weaker for a number of months and the labour market needs to soften. In the absence of any sign of such 

softening the Fed will keep policy tight. We see another 50bp hike in early February and a further 25bp hike in March. We 

then see a pause as the Fed assesses the impact of hikes to date.  The US dollar is not likely to help the inflation outlook 

going forward. After an uncomfortable brush with rampant inflation and mindful of the policy errors in the 1970s, the Fed will 

likely err on the side of caution and policy should be little changed through H2 23. We do not expect to see rate cuts in 2023. 

Indeed, a hike in H2 23 remains possible as services inflation proves persistent. The $1.7trn funding bill passed in December 

was larger than expected and means fiscal policy will be looser than we expected.  

 

Rates – UST yields: Curve inversion has peaked 

We look for yields to gently decline through 2023. We look for some disinversion as short-term yields edge lower in 

anticipation of a lower Fed funds rate in 2024. Longer-term yields should also drop but more slowly. The peak in UST yields 

will likely make life more difficult for the US dollar in 2023, although on-going support from Fed rate hikes should limit the 

drop in the greenback.   

Markets pricing in cuts in H2 ‘23 despite Fed rhetoric and a very solid labour market 

  
Source: Bloomberg 
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Eurozone economy – lower gas prices help limit the depth of the coming recession 

The outlook for eurozone is poor. Russian gas flows are expected to remain negligible through 2023. However, the weather 

has been extremely benign so far this winter, which has eased some of the pressure. Despite the decline in energy prices, 

we still expect that the economy will shrink 0.4%QoQ in Q4 leaving annual 2022 GDP at 3.2% while in 2023 we look for 

annual GDP to decline 0.2%, even given the recent easing in electricity prices. We assume the conflict in Ukraine does not 

escalate and that the sanctions on Russia remain in place through end 2023. Eurozone governments continue to loosen 

fiscal policy to support activity and subsidize energy prices, boosting government debt levels but limiting the hit to activity. 

The inflation impulse in the eurozone is weaker than in the US and the UK given that its labour market is less buoyant. That 

said, unemployment is below its pre-Covid peak, fiscal policy loosened significant in 2022 and service price inflation is 

building. The higher and later inflation peak means a higher annual figure in 2022 and more carry over into 2023. We look 

for headline CPI to slow to around 5.0% in 2023 on an annual average basis.  

 

Policy – ECB depo rate set to peak ~3.0% in early summer 

The ECB hiked its policy rates by 50bp in December taking the depo rate to 2.0% and noted that higher inflation forecasts 

meant “significant” further hikes. We continue to look for another 50bp hike in early February, followed by 25bp hikes in 

March and May taking the deposit rate up to 3.0% - driven by looser fiscal policy and labour markets/wages remaining 

relatively firm even as growth slows. The ECB will also start QT at €15bn/month from the beginning of March, with a review 

at the end of Q2. There will be a large T-LTRO re-payment in June and the ECB’s balance sheet will shrink by more than 

the Fed’s in 2023. The EU fiscal pact remains suspended through 2023 in light of recent developments in Ukraine and the 

necessity of supporting consumers through the energy price shock. With energy prices easing the loosening in fiscal policy 

is likely to slow.  

 

Rates – Bund yields close to a peak 

The depo rate’s rise towards 3.0% by late spring, looks to be fully in the price so we expect short-term Bund yields to edge 

lower through 2023 as the hiking cycle comes to an end, inflation eases and the economic outlook remains weak. In H2 23, 

we look for the Bund curve to bull steepen modestly as short-term yields begin to anticipate rate cuts in 2024 against a 

backdrop of weak growth and falling inflation. We look for EUR/USD to firm modestly in 2023.   

Benign winter limits the drop in gas storage                 Portfolio inflows turn more supportive for EUR  

  
Source: Bloomberg 
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Japanese economy – above trend growth in 2023 

Tighter monetary policy and a firmer yen will be partially offset by China’s end to its zero-Covid policy. Both are likely less 

influential than they seem at first brush as the weaker yen wasn’t really supporting the economy much and China’s Covid 

easing means things will initially get worse and only improve later in 2023. A modest domestic Covid rebound and 

government subsidies, which shelter consumers from the worst of price rises, will contribute to solid 2023 growth a little 

above 1.0%. Price pressures are elevated by Japanese standards but nonetheless are much weaker than elsewhere. 

Companies are still reluctant to push price increases onto customers, although seemingly a little less so of late in the face 

of large hikes in input costs. Headline CPI pushed up to 3.8%YoY in November. However, headline inflation will ease sharply 

in 2023 as the contribution from energy fades, especially as government subsidies will knock off over 1.0pp from the headline 

rate for most of 2023. Annual average CPI in 2023 will be around 2.0%. Unemployment is likely to be slightly lower in 2023. 

 

Policy – BoJ springs a surprise but there are limits to BoJ tightening  

At its 20 December policy meeting the BoJ surprised investors by widening the YCC bands around the 0.0% 10yr JGB yield 

target from +/-25bp to +/-50bp. Given the upside pressure on yields at the +0.25% upper band we see this as a de facto 

rate hike. We find the BoJ’s rationale of market functioning unconvincing and think that speculation of further changes to 

YCC or an end to negative rates is well founded. The press report that the next set of BoJ forecasts, due alongside the 18 

January policy meeting will see the CPI approach the 2.0% target at the back end of the forecast horizon and this will lay 

the groundwork for the end of negative rates, which we expect the new Governor will introduce sometime ahead of the July 

policy meeting.  With inflation set to drop rapidly in 2023, we think the policy rate will end the year at 0.0% and that the 

current YCC bands will remain in place through end 2023. Expectations surrounding BoJ policy seem likely to be volatile 

 

Rates – BoJ remains in control of the curve. JPY 2023 rally to be muted  

We look for the BoJ to maintain the +/-50bp YCC range for 10yr yields. The BoJ has plenty of ammunition to buy more 

bonds if required. At the short end, Japanese policy rate pricing looks overly aggressive and should ease back during the 

year as a series of rate hikes is priced out. We look for just one 10bp hike. However, as energy prices dip, tourism re-starts 

and US rate hikes end the yen should recover some ground against this backdrop, with the gains mainly in H1.  

Policy expectations for the BoJ look elevated but the trade balance has bottomed out                        

  
Source: Bloomberg 
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UK economy – Recession has already begun. Set to end in late 2023 

The excessive volatility of Liz Truss’s disastrous mini-budget is mainly behind us. Revisions to the back data leave our 2022 

GDP forecast at 4.1%, while we still see 2023 GDP at -0.6%. Fiscal policy is a little more expansive in the near-term but the 

macro risks are still on the downside. Housing will continue to struggle as the BoE keeps hiking. The beleaguered UK 

consumer will continue to be squeezed by an historic real income decline. The environment is not especially positive for 

business investment either, while slow growth overseas will limit any benefits of a weak currency for exporters. We expect 

that any rise in unemployment will be slow to materialise, as companies continue to hold onto workers despite the coming 

slowdown. In the autumn statement, the government announced that the energy price cap would rise from £2500 to £3000 

in spring 2023, adding ~1pp to inflation from next spring. The CPI has likely peaked but will be slow to drop. We look for the 

CPI to average around 7.5% in 2023, even as the YoY rate drops sharply into 2024.  

 

Policy – BoE to keep pushing rates higher  

The BoE hiked 50bp in December taking the policy rate to 3.5%, with two dissenters voting for no hike and one for a 75bp 

hike. This time the Bank made no reference to excessive market pricing of rate hikes. The Bank’s inflation forecast in the 

November inflation report saw the CPI “a little above target” at the end of the second year on the basis of unchanged policy 

rates but well below target using market interest rates. We still see BoE rates pushing up to around 4.5% by summer and 

leaving the policy rate at that level through the remainder of 2023 as inflation remains well above target for most of 2023. 

The bulk of consolidation in the 17 November fiscal statement comes after the next election and thus falls outside the BoE’s 

current forecast horizon.  At present, the most likely scenario seems to be a change of government at the next election and 

thus the fiscal plans hold even less water.  

 

Rates – Higher for longer inflation and active QT to see Gilts underperform 

Credibility has been restored in the wake of government’s November budget. Given that the Gilt markets is likely to see 

significant issuance in coming quarters, we see scope for 2yr Gilt yields to underperform vs other government bond markets, 

sitting around 3.5% by end 2023. The BoE’s active QT programme is now underway and longer-dated yields are likely to be 

struggle to rally, despite declines elsewhere. We look for 10yr Gilts to trade around 3.7% at the back end of the forecast 

horizon. Low real yields are likely to be a little more of a drag for GBP than previously anticipated.     

UK recession already underway  

  
Source: Bloomberg 
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Forex view – King Dollar to reluctantly ease off its throne in 2023  

Global inflation pressures have likely peaked and so has the US dollar. The DXY index is ~10% off its October highs. The 

peak coincided with the high for 10yr UST yields and the lows for the S&P. Investors have cut USD long positions quite 

heavily already, while USD selling by some central banks has eased off. We expect UST yields to remain elevated in the 

near term, while equity markets push lower as hopes of a Fed pivot fade. This should help the DXY index find a near-term 

bottom. However, as evidence of the slowing economy builds through 2023, we can see UST yields more clearly peaking 

out and some of the pressure on equity markets easing. We expect that Q1 23 will be choppy and that the greenback will 

make minor gains before coming under pressure on a more sustained basis later in the year.  

 

The BoJ surprised investors by widening the YCC bands at its December meeting. BoJ policy is now again a factor in the 

JPY outlook. Expectations of BoJ ~30bp of BoJ rate hikes look overly optimistic against a backdrop of rapidly declining 

inflation. We also see most G10 central banks as reluctant to ease in H2 23. This cautions against expectations of a major 

JPY rally in 2023 – it has mostly already happened. We see Japan’s trade balance continuing to improve gradually alongside 

the terms of trade. In addition, there will be plenty of speculation of tighter BoJ policy in the near term which should allow 

JPY to firm in H1 but in H2 these expectations are likely to be partially unwound as Japan’s CPI drops below target and it 

becomes apparent that the BoJ will struggle to tighten further. The macro risks for Japan are probably on the downside too, 

which also argues against excessive JPY appreciation. Some of the factors, such as a shrinking population/weak nominal 

growth, that pushed USD/JPY up to 150 remain in place and will not dissipate anytime soon.    

 

The plunge in European gas prices will improve the trade and fiscal balances, lower inflation and increase economic activity. 

Real yields will be more supportive for EUR. Interest rates/yields are now positive across the block, likely meaning that 

certain investors that have been avoiding negative yielding bonds will take another look at EUR financial assets, especially 

given relative valuations. The fact that Eurozone portfolio flows have turned more positive in recent months suggests this is 

already happening. Speculative investors and asset managers have adopted a significantly more positive tone on EUR in 

recent months, as energy prices have dropped. We look for EUR/USD to be little changed in early 2023 as asset markets 

remain choppy but to gain ground later in the year once asset markets finally bottom out and UST yields peak.   

 

GBP’s remarkable bounce since hitting a multi-decade low at GBP/USD 1.03 on 26 September in the wake of the disastrous 

mini-budget looks to have run out of steam. The UK outlook is bleak and sentiment surrounding UK assets is poor – possibly 

overly so in our opinion. We expect the BoE to manage another 100bp of rate hikes in H1 23, as domestic price pressures 

emanating from the labour market are slow to dissipate. Overseas investors have been heavy sellers of Gilts in recent 

months. High inflation should keep real interest rates depressed early in 2023 but they should rise sharply in the summer 

as inflation drops. The new PM is less likely to seek conflict with the EU, especially with the economy under pressure, which 

is a positive, as is a potential peak in USD rates and a bottom in asset markets, which we expect in spring/early summer.  

We look for GBP to gain more traction at the back end of the forecast horizon, as markets price in a 2024 recovery.  
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FX forecasts (as of 4 January) Current End-Q1 23 End-Q2 23 End-Q3 23 End-Q4 23 

USD/JPY 131 127 123 121 121 

EUR/USD 1.06 1.05 1.06 1.08 1.10 

GBP/USD 1.21 1.21 1.23 1.27 1.31 

EUR/GBP 0.88 0.87 0.86 0.85 0.84 

EUR/JPY 139 133 130 131 133 

GBP/JPY 159 154 151 154 159 

Bond forecasts (%) Current End-Q1 23 End-Q2 23 End-Q3 23 End-Q4 23 

United States      

    Policy rate 4.375 5.00~5.25 5.00~5.25 5.25~5.50 5.25~5.50 
    2yr 4.33 4.35 3.90 3.65 3.50 
    10yr 3.67 3.90 3.60 3.50 3.45 
    30yr 3.77 4.15 3.95 3.90 3.80 
Eurozone/Bund        
    Policy rate/Deposit rate 2.50/2.00 3.25/2.75 3.5/3.0 3.5/3.0 3.5/3.0 
    2yr 2.59 2.35 1.85 1.50 1.40 
    10yr 2.29 2.20 1.85 1.70 1.60 
    30yr 2.22 2.05 1.80 1.80 1.70 
Japan        
    Policy rate -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
    2yr 0.03 0.05 0.20 0.10 0.10 
    10yr 0.45 0.50 0.50 0.45 0.40 
    30yr 1.64 1.75 1.50 1.35 1.20 
United Kingdom        
    Policy rate 3.50 4.25 4.50 4.50 4.50 
    2yr 3.43 3.50 3.50 3.55 3.55 
    10yr 3.54 3.70 3.70 3.75 3.75 
    30yr 3.86 4.00 4.05 4.10 4.10 

Macro forecasts (%) 2021  2022  2023 

United states      

   Real GDP 5.9  2.0  0.5 
   CPI 4.7   8.1   4.0 
   Unemployment rate 5.4   3.7   4.2 

Eurozone           
   Real GDP 5.3  3.3  -0.2 
   CPI 2.6   8.4   5.2 
   Unemployment rate 7.7   6.7   7.3 

Japan            
   Real GDP 1.8  1.4   1.3 
   CPI -0.3   2.2   2.0 
   Unemployment rate 2.8   2.5   2.4 

United Kingdom          
   Real GDP 7.5  4.1  -0.6 
   CPI 2.6   9.0   7.5 
   Unemployment rate 4.6   3.8   4.4 

Source: Bloomberg (current), Mizuho (forecasts).  Note: GDP, unemployment and inflation figures are annual averages.   
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Important Information 

This publication has been prepared by Mizuho Bank, Ltd. (“Mizuho”) and represents the views of the author.  It has not been prepared by an independent 

research department and it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements in any country or jurisdiction designed to promote the 

independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.  

 

Disclaimer 

Unless otherwise stated, all views or opinions herein are solely those of the author(s) as of the date of this publication and are not to be relied upon as 

authoritative or taken in substitution for the exercise of judgement by any recipient, and are subject to change without notice.  

 

This publication has been prepared by Mizuho solely from publicly available information. Information contained herein and the data underlying it have 

been obtained from, or based upon, sources believed by us to be reliable, but no assurance can be given that the information, data or any computations 

based thereon are accurate or complete. This publication provides general background information only. It is information in summary form and does not 

purport to be complete. This publication has been prepared for information purposes only and is not intended by Mizuho or its affiliates to constitute 

investment, legal, accounting, tax or other advice of any kind and all recipients of this publication are advised to contact independent advisors in order to 

evaluate the publication, including, without limitation, the suitability of any security, commodity, futures contract or instrument or related derivative 

(hereinafter, a “financial instrument”), product or strategy herein described. This publication is not intended to be relied upon as advice to investors or 

potential investors and does not take into account investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. It is not intended for 

persons who are Retail Clients within the meaning of the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority rules nor for persons who are restricted in 

accordance with US, Japanese or any other applicable securities laws. 

 

This publication has been prepared for information purposes only and is not intended by Mizuho to market any financial instrument, product or service 

or serve as a recommendation to take or refrain from taking any particular course of action or participate in any trading or other strategy. This publication 

is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or any of the assets, businesses or undertakings described herein, or 

any other financial instrument, nor is it an offer to participate in any trading or other strategy, nor a disclosure document under applicable laws, rules, 

regulations or guidelines. Nothing contained herein is in any way intended by Mizuho or its affiliates to offer, solicit and/or market any financial 

instrument, product or service, or to act as any inducement to enter into any contract or commitment whatsoever.  Neither the author, Mizuho nor any 

affiliate accepts any liability whatsoever with respect to the use of this report or its contents. 

 

Mizuho and its affiliates, connected companies, employees or clients may take the other side of any order by you, enter into transactions contrary to any 

recommendations contained herein or have positions or make markets or act as principal or agent in transactions in any securities mentioned herein or 

derivative transactions relating thereto or perform or seek financial or advisory services for the issuers of those securities or financial instruments. 

 

All of the information contained in this publication is subject to further modification without prior notice and any and all opinions, forecasts, projections 

or forward-looking statements contained herein shall not be relied upon as facts nor relied upon as any indication of future results. Opinions stated in this 

report are subject to change without notice. Future results may materially vary from such opinions, forecasts, projections or forward-looking statements. 

The information may not be current due to, among other things, changes in the financial markets or economic environment. Past performance is not 

indicative of future performance.  

 

United Kingdom / European Economic Area: Mizuho is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Agency of Japan.  In the UK, Mizuho is 

authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential 

Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of MHBK's regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are available upon request. This publication 

may also be distributed by Mizuho International plc. (“MHI”). MHI is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial 

Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. 

 

United States: This publication is not a “research report” as defined in Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) Regulations 1.71 and 23.605. 

The content of publications distributed by Mizuho Securities USA Inc. (“MSUSA”) is the responsibility of MSUSA. The content of publications 

distributed directly to US customers by Mizuho is the responsibility of Mizuho. US investors must effect any order for a security that is the subject of this 

report through MSUSA.                                     

 

This publication is available free of charge to clients. However, if you no longer wish to receive it then please specifically request to unsubscribe from 
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